
 

Absentee Bid Participation Form 

I, the undersigned, 

Name              Surname 

Address                      

City            Postal code          Country  

Tel.              Mobile          e-mail  

I.D./PASSPORT N° (please attach copy)        CREDIT CARD N°      

 

Please indicate below how you wish to bid:  

commission Fidesarte to bid on my behalf for the purchase of lots mentioned below, up to maximum amount indicated for each lot during auction 

n°___________of__________as regulated by sales conditions printed in the catalogue which I have read and accept.  

                    request to be contacted on the telephone by Fidesarte at the above listed number/s at the moment of the sale of the lots indicated below during auction 

n°_______of__________under the premise that my minimum offer be the reserve price of each lot/lots mentioned below as regulated by the sale conditions printed in the 

catalogue which I have read and accept. If for any reason, technical or other, the telephone connection to the mentioned numbers does not succeed, the present request will 

be considered equivalent to a mandate to Fidesarte to bid on my behalf during the auction for a maximum value, specified in the present form,for each lot. I understand that 

in order to ensure the correct running of my participation, the telephone calls could be recorded. 

 

Fidesarte advises its clients that it reserves itself the right to ask new clients (i.e. clients who have not purchased for more than one year) for a pre-sale deposit of an established 

amount or other guarantees. Fidesarte may exercise this option up to the start of the sale. The deposit of this amount will be the condition that will allow and confirm the right 

of the client to participate in the auction sale. 

 

Bank Reference 

Bank name____________________________________________________Bank Address__________________________________________________________________ 

Account Manager_______________________________________________Telephone__________________________________________________________________ 

Bank Code____________________________________Branch Code_________________________________Account Number____________________________________  

I deem myself, as from now, debtor to Fidesarte for any amount of items awarded to me. 

According to sale conditions Fidesarte will not take into account any request inferior to base price mentioned in the catalogue for each lot. It is also understood the present 

bid will only be considered valid if sent 24 hours before the sale otherwise its correct registration cannot be guaranteed. Telephone bids for objects with an estimate inferior 

to € 1000 will not be accepted and written bids have to be rounded to the tens (if not Fidesarte will proceed to round then to the lower tens). 

If there are two or more bids of the same value for the same lot only the first offer arrived will be taken into account. In case of a written offer equivalent to an offer in the 

saleroom, the latter will be predominant. Similarly in case of a written offer equivalent to a telephone bid the telephone bid will be predominant. 

As concerns written bids, it is understood that Fidesarte bidding on my behalf, and keeping in mind the reserve price, will award the lot to me at the lowest price. If I should 

obtain the winning bid I will add 23% (VAT included) to the hammer price. 

Fidesarte is not responsible for errors made by the client when filling out the form. It is client’s responsibility to verify lot number and description. 

The LOT NUMBER is always predominant and no renunciations are accepted after the hammer has come down. 

BID FORMS NOT ACCOMPAINED BY A COPY OF AN IDENTITY DOCUMENT WILL NOT BE TAKEN INTO ACCOUNT. 

Signature and date_______________________________________________________________________________ 

Privacy policy agreement: personal data is protected as by Italian law 13 D.lgs 196/2003 and GDPR 679/2016  

Signature___________________________________________ 

In compliance with Legislative Decree art. 22 no. 231/07 on anti-money laundering, the customer acknowledges and accepts to provide all the necessary and updated 

information to allow Fidesarte Italia to fulfill its customer due diligence obligations. Fidesarte reserves the righr not to conclude the transaction in the event of objective 
impossibility of carrying out customer due diligence.  

 Signature and date_______________________________________________________________________________ 

FIDESARTE ITALIA S.r.l. 

via Padre Giuliani 7 (angolo via Einaudi) - 30174 Mestre VE 
tel. 041 950354 - fax 041 950539 - Internet: www.fidesarte.com - e-mail: info@fidesarte.com 

  LOT NUMBER       LOT DESCRIPTION                     BID 

amo                                    
                                                                                 
                           

if option B - telephone bid - the reserve  ( 
price is implicitly guaranteed)       

          
          


